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Abstract—Online medical primary diagnosis system, which
can provide convenient medical decision support through apply-
ing mobile communication and data analysis technology, has
been considered as a promising approach to improve the qual-
ity of healthcare service. However, it still faces many severe
challenges on the privacy of users’ health information and the
accuracy of diagnosis result, which deter the wide adoption of
online medical primary diagnosis system. In this paper, we pro-
pose an efficient and privacy-preserving online medical primary
diagnosis (CINEMA) framework. Within CINEMA framework,
users can access online medical primary diagnosing service
accurately without divulging their medical data. Specifically,
based on fast secure permutation and comparison technique,
the encrypted user’s query is directly operated at the service
provider (SP) without decryption, and the diagnosis result can
only be decrypted by the user, meanwhile, the diagnosis model in
SP can also be protected. Through extensive analysis, we show
that CINEMA can ensure that user’s health information and
healthcare SP’s diagnosis model are kept confidential, and has
significantly reduce computation and communication overhead.
In addition, performance evaluations via implementing CINEMA
demonstrate its effectiveness in term of the real environment.

Index Terms—Efficiency, medical primary diagnosis, privacy-
preserving, skyline computation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the proliferation of mobile communication tech-
nologies, collecting the various physiological data of
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Fig. 1. Online medical primary diagnosis system.

a user by wearable devices anywhere and anytime has been
in practice. Online medical primary diagnosis, which forms
a critical capability to link physiological data with medical
knowledge, has already shown great potential in improving
the quality of healthcare services while lowering the healthcare
cost [1]–[3]. As shown in Fig. 1, in online medical primary
diagnosis system, a user can deploy portable sensors around
body to collect various physiological data, such as electrocar-
diogram, blood pressure (BP), peripheral oxygen saturation,
and blood glucose, even bioactive elements like DNA, viruses,
enzymes, and cell receptors [4]. These physiological data is
sent to the healthcare service provider (SP) by smart terminals,
which run various medical applications to receive real-time
medical instruction from the healthcare SP.

As a powerful tool for multicriteria data analysis, data min-
ing, and decision making [5], skyline query returns a set of
interesting points which are the best tradeoffs between the
different dimensions of a huge data space [6], [7]. By query-
ing the points which are as good or better in all dimensions
and better in at least one dimension, skyline query has been
received significant attention on centralized database [8], [9],
distributed database [10]–[12], and similarity search [13], [14].
However, the formal work mainly aims at finding the data
points which are not worse than the other data points under
the given query requirements, while not aware how to apply
skyline query in medical diagnosis system to perform range
query. Furthermore, the physiological data has a standard ref-
erence region and extremely rich in information with high
dimension [15], and the single aggregated distance metric
with all dimensions is always hard to define, which may be
quite appropriate for skyline query applicated in medical data
decision making [14].
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However, the sensitivity of medical data is extremely crit-
ical in terms of user’s privacy, accidental data leakage may
lead huge psychological harm to the user and even threaten
the human life [16], which may be the main stumble in
blocking the popularization of online medical primary diag-
nosis. Generally, users are reluctant to send their health
information directly to untrusted third-party organization to
obtain medical instruction. Meanwhile, the diagnosis system
is also private and valuable asset, the third-party organiza-
tion is also unwillness to reveal any information about it
as well [17]–[19]. Therefore, how to protect the privacy of
users’ medical data and the confidentiality of primary diagno-
sis system is crucially. Traditional anonymization techniques
such as k-anonymity [20] and l-diversity [21] may be not quite
suitable for protecting the user’s privacy, due to the user’s
query data always contain sensitive data, such as age, blood
types, or even fingerprints and DNA profiles, which may be
able to reidentify an individual user easily [22], [23]. On the
other hand, differential privacy has become the de facto stan-
dard for privacy-preserving data analytics [24], [25], but these
randomization approaches are often unsuitable for medical
primary diagnosis, as they distort the data making it unus-
able for critical inferences, which may lead to misdiagnosis.
Different homomorphic encryption techniques are introduced
in the medical diagnosis system [26]–[28], but the over-
head of computation would be a stumbling block in making
this technology popularization in medical primary diagnosis
system.

In this paper, aiming at these above challenges, a precise
diagnosis model is first proposed by using skyline computation
over the medical dataset. Then, due to security and pri-
vacy concerns, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving
online medical primary diagnosis (CINEMA) framework.
Within CINEMA, users can achieve privacy-preserving med-
ical primary diagnosis service themselves according to the
diagnosis model stored at the SP. The SP provides online dis-
ease prediction service without revealing the disease diagnosis
model. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are
as fourfold.

1) The proposed skyline diagnosis model is more precise.
Different from traditional medical diagnosis model,
which rely the physiological indicator’s min/max value
statistical analyzed from a precise medical dataset to
provide medical diagnosis service, skyline diagnosis
model is constructed by a lot of contour data generated
from the medical dataset.

2) The proposed CINEMA is secure and privacy-preserving
for users’ medical data and diagnosis model’s param-
eters. Within CINEMA, the encrypted user’s query is
directly operated at the SP without decryption, and the
diagnosis result can only be decrypted by the user, mean-
while, the diagnosis model in SP can also be kept secret
from the user during the process.

3) The proposed CINEMA can provide the online medical
primary diagnosis service with high accuracy. Although
the user’s query request and skyline diagnosis model
are blurred during the process, the accuracy of diag-
nosis result is not affected, and the final experiment

results over real medical dataset show that CINEMA
can achieve high accuracy.

4) The proposed CINEMA is efficient in terms of com-
putation and communication overhead. We develop a
custom simulator and implement CINEMA in a real
environment, performance evaluation demonstrates that
our proposed CINEMA can provide efficient online
medical primary diagnosis service with low computation
and communication overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We for-
malize the system model, security requirements, and identify
our design goal in Section II. In Section III, we briefly review
the skyline computation, Bilinear pairing, and 0-encoding
method. Then, we introduce a novel diagnosis model by using
skyline computation and propose our CINEMA framework in
Section IV, followed by the security analysis and performance
evaluation in Sections V and VI, respectively. We also review
some related works in Section VII. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL, SECURITY REQUIREMENT,
AND DESIGN GOAL

In this section, we formalize the system model, security
requirements, and identify our design goal.

A. System Model

In this paper, we consider a system model consisted of two
parts: 1) SP and 2) user, as shown in Fig. 2. The SP offers
CINEMA service based on users’ query, which contains a lot
of sensitive medical data. The user is equipped with computer
or smartphone, which collects physiological data from wear-
able devices. These data is delivered to the SP as a query to
achieve online medical primary diagnosis service.

SP is always considered as an authorized data analysis orga-
nization (such as centralized servers in hospital), it owns a
diagnosis model built upon existing clinical datasets, which
are initially provided by hospitals. SP should provides high-
quality online medical primary diagnosis service for registered
users without revealing any sensitive information of the diag-
nosis model. In addition, although SP is a server with high
performance in computation and storage, since thousands of
users may access query services at the same time, the effi-
ciency of computation and communication should also be
considered.

The registered user can enjoy the privacy-preserving online
medical diagnosis service from SP by sending a query request,
which contains a lot of sensitive medical data collected from
wearable devices by smart phones or computers. Before send-
ing to the SP, the medical data is transformed into ciphertext,
and operated without decryption during the diagnosis process
to avoid privacy leakage. Moreover, due to the limitation of
the terminal in computation and storage, in order to lower the
energy cost, the encryption technique is required to be effi-
cient and lightweight enough to adapt the resource constraint
terminals.
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Fig. 2. System model under consideration.

B. Security Requirements

The privacy of users’ medical query request and the con-
fidentiality of diagnosis model are crucial for the success
of online medical primary diagnosis service. In our system
model, the users and SP are considered to be honest-but-
curious. Specifically, the SP strictly executes the protocol
specifications to guarantee the correctness of diagnosis ser-
vice, but intends to extract the secret information about the
user’s medical data and diagnosis result; users honestly exe-
cute the operations to obtain the final diagnosis result, but
they also try to gain knowledge about the diagnosis model;
moreover, users may try to access the online medical primary
diagnosis service without registering. Therefore, to guarantee
the privacy of users’ medical data and the confidentiality of
diagnosis model, the following security requirements should
be satisfied.

1) Privacy: Due to the query request contained lots of
sensitive medical data, the user’s query request should be
protected from SP, i.e., even if SP receives the encrypted
query request from the user, it cannot identify the user’s
sensitive medical data. Meanwhile, though SP computes the
intermediate parameters according to the encrypted query
request of user, it cannot obtain the final diagnosis result.

2) Confidentiality: The diagnosis model should be kept
secret from the users since it is the intellectual property
belongs to healthcare SP, i.e., even if the user obtains the
intermediate parameters calculated by SP, she/he cannot iden-
tify the parameters of diagnosis model.

3) Authentication: Authentication an encrypted query
request that is really sent by a legal user and has not been
altered during the transmission, i.e., if an illegal user forges
a query request, this malicious operation should be detected
timely. Meanwhile, the responses from SP should also be
authenticated so that the user can receive the authentic and
reliable query result.

C. Design Goal

Based on the aforementioned system model and security
requirements, our design goal is to develop an efficient and
privacy-preserving online accurate medical primary diagnosis

framework. Specifically, the following three objects should be
achieved.

1) Security: The above-mentioned security requirements
should be satisfied. According to the previous statement and
analysis, without taking the security into consideration, the
real application of the online medical primary diagnosis is
far from in practice. Simultaneously, the confidentiality and
authentication of the proposed framework should be achieved
as well.

2) Accuracy: The accuracy of the diagnosis result should
be guaranteed. In order to provide high-quality online medi-
cal primary diagnosis service, the designed privacy-preserving
strategy cannot compromise the accuracy of diagnosis result.
Therefore, the proposed framework should also achieve a high
accuracy.

3) Efficiency: Low communication overhead and compu-
tation complexity should be guaranteed. Considering the real
time requirements of online medical primary diagnosis service
and the diversity of terminals, which might be constrained
in computation and communication, the proposed frame-
work should achieve high communication and computation
efficiency.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first review the definition of skyline com-
putation, which serves as the basis of our proposed framework,
then we introduce the 0-encoding and 1-encoding method,
bilinear pairing technique [29].

A. Skyline Definitions

We first introduce the definition of skyline computation [6].
Definition 1 (Skyline Computation): Given a dataset P =

{P1, . . . , Pn} in m-dimensional space. Considering that Pa and
Pb are two different points in P, we say Pa dominated Pb,
denoted by dom(Pa, Pb) if it satisfies the following conditions:
1) ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m, Pa[j] ≤ Pb[j] and 2) at least there exists one
j, Pa[j] < Pb[j], where Pi[j] is the jth dimension of Pi and
1 ≤ i ≤ n. The skyline set is a set of points Sky(P) ⊆ P
which are not dominated by any other points. The points in
Sky(P) are called skyline point.
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B. Bilinear Pairing

Let G and GT be two cyclic groups with the same prime
order q, and g is a generator of group G. Suppose G and
GT are equipped with a pairing, i.e., a nondegenerated and
efficiently computable bilinear map ê : G × G −→ GT has
the following properties.

1) Bilinearity: ∀g, h ∈ G, and ∀a, b ∈ Zq, we have
ê(ga, hb) = ê(g, h)ab.

2) Nondegeneracy: ∃ at least one g, h, where g, h ∈ G,
which satisfies the condition that ê(g, h) 	= 1GT

.
3) Computable: ∀g, h ∈ G, there is an efficient algorithm

to compute ê(g, h).
Definition 2: A bilinear parameter generator Gen is a prob-

abilistic algorithm that takes a security parameter k as input,
and outputs a five-tuple (q, g, G, GT, ê), where q is a k-bit
prime number, G and GT are two groups with order q, g ∈ G

is a generator, and ê : G × G −→ GT is a nondegenerated
and efficiently computable bilinear map.

C. 0-Encoding and 1-Encoding

According to [30], we introduce the 0-encoding and 1-
encoding technique which will be used to identify the rela-
tionship between two vectors.

An integer s can be denoted as a binary vector 
s =
(sn, sn−1, . . . , s1), where s = ∑n

i=1 si · 2i−1, and si ∈ {0, 1}.
The 0-encoding of 
s is the set S0

s of binary vectors such that

S0
s = {(sn, sn−1, . . . , si+1, 1)|si = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. (1)

The 1-encoding of 
s is the set S1
s of binary vectors such that

S1
s = {(sn, sn−1, . . . , si)|si = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Both S1
s and S0

s have at most n elements.
Theorem 1: The integer x > y if and only if S1

x and S0
y has

a common element.

IV. PROPOSED CINEMA FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first introduce a precise diagnosis model
by using skyline computation, then we propose our CINEMA
framework, as shown in Fig. 3, which consists of five phase:
1) system initialization; 2) data preparation; 3) query genera-
tion; 4) privacy-preserving online medical primary diagnosis
service; and 5) query result reading. Specially, SP first pro-
vides registration for the user in the system initialization phase
and executes some preprocess operation on skyline points
extracted from large medical data set in the data prepara-
tion phase. Then the user preprocess the query vector which
contains a lot of health information by introducing different
random numbers in the query generation phase. After that,
SP operates the preprocessed query vector with lightweight
polynomial aggregation technique in the privacy-preserving
online medical primary diagnosis service phase. Finally, the
user obtains the final diagnosis result from SP in the query
result reading phase. Meanwhile, for easier expression, we
give the description of variables used in the following sections
in Table I.

Fig. 3. Architecture of CINEMA.

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF NOTATIONS IN CINEMA

A. Skyline Diagnosis Model

Considering that a large medical dataset P = {P1, . . . , Pn}
in m-dimensional space, Pa and Pb are two different points
in P.

Definition 3 (Positive Skyline): We define Pa positive domi-
nated Pb, denoted by Pdom(Pa, Pb), if it satisfies the following
conditions: 1) ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m, Pa[j] ≤ Pb[j] and 2) at least there
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exists one j, Pa[j] < Pb[j], where Pi[j] is the jth dimension of
Pi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The positive skyline set PSKY(P) contains
lots of points which are not positive dominated by any other
points in P, and the value of Pdom(Pa, Pb) can be defined as

Pdom(Pa, Pb) =
{

1, if Pa positive dominated Pb

0, otherwise.
(2)

Definition 4 (Negative Skyline): We define Pa negative
dominated Pb, denoted by Ndom(Pa, Pb), if it satisfies the
following conditions: 1) ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m, Pa[j] ≥ Pb[j] and 2)
at least there exists one j, Pa[j] > Pb[j], where Pi[j] is the
jth dimension of Pi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The negative skyline set
NSKY(P) contains lots of points which are not negative domi-
nated by any other points in P, and the value of Ndom(Pa, Pb)

can be defined as

Ndom(Pa, Pb) =
{−1, if Pa negative dominated Pb

0, otherwise.
(3)

Suppose that PSKY(P) = {a1, . . . , as} and NSKY(P) =
{b1, . . . , bt}, 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n, then the point ai and bj can present
as vector 
ai = (ai1, . . . , aim) ∈ Z

m
q and 
bj = (bj1, . . . , bjm) ∈

Z
m
q , where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ j ≤ t, and the query request can

present as vector 
w = (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ Z
m
p .

According to (2) and (3), we can define the skyline diagnosis
standard as follows:

{
ρ+ = 1

s

∑s
i=1Pdom(
ai, 
w)

ρ− = 1
t

∑t
j=1Ndom(
bj, 
w).

(4)

Only if ρ+ = 1 and ρ− = −1, we can confirm that the
diagnosis result is positive.

B. System Initialization

SP first chooses a security parameter k and executes function
Gen(k) to generate the bilinear parameters (q, g, G, GT, ê),
Then, SP chooses a random number in Z

∗
q as its private key

SKSP, and computes its public key PKSP = gSKSP . In addition,
SP chooses a secure asymmetric encryption algorithm E(), i.e.,
ElGamal, and a secure cryptographic hash function H(), where
H : {0, 1}∗ −→ Z

∗
q. After that, SP keeps its private key SKSP

as master key secretly, and publishes the system parameters
<q, g, G, GT, ê, PKSP, E(), H()>.

When registering in the SP, user UK chooses a random
number in Z

∗
q as her/his private key SKUK , and computes its

public key PKUK = gSKUK , then submits her/his information
and PKUK to SP through a secure channel for signature. SP
first checks the correctness of the user’s information. If it dose
hold, SP makes a signature for PKUK with its private key SKSP
and send it back to UK .

C. Data Preparation

Considering a precise medical dataset P = {P1, .., Pn},
which contains lots of medical instances with m dimension.
SP owns an skyline diagnosis model, which mainly consists of
two parts: 1) positive skyline point set PSKY(P) and 2) neg-
ative skyline point set NSKY(P). Assume that PSKY(P) =
{a1, . . . , as} and NSKY(P) = {b1, . . . , bt}, then each point
ai ∈ Psky(P) and bj ∈ Nsky(P) can be expressed as vectors


ai = (ai1, . . . , aim) ∈ Z
m
q and 
bj = (bj1, . . . , bjm) ∈ Z

m
q , as

the peripheral data of the medical dataset P, it is sensitive and
need to be kept secret from the users.

C-1: For each vector 
ai = (ai1, . . . , aim) ∈ Psky(P), 1 ≤
i ≤ s, SP first expands it into two 2m-length vectors: 
yi =
(yi1, . . . , yi2m) and 
y′

i = (y′
i1, . . . , y′

i2m), where
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

yij = 2aij

yi(n+j) = −2aij

y′
ij = 2aij + 1

y′
i(n+j) = −(2aij + 1)

(5)

1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then SP constructs two permutation sequences π ,
π ′, and two random number vectors 
R, 
R′, for each vector 
yi

and 
y′
i, SP executes the following operations:

{ 
di = π
(
yi + 
R)


d′
i = π ′(
y′

i + 
R′). (6)

Then, for each element dij ∈ 
di, d′
ij ∈ 
d′

i, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m,
SP generates the sets S0

dij
= {Odij(β), . . . , Odij(1)} and S0

d′
ij

=
{Od′

ij(β), . . . , Od′
ij(1)} by using 0-encoding technique in (1).

C-2: For each vector 
bi ∈ NSKY(P), 1 ≤ i ≤ t, SP executes
(5) on 
bi, 
b′

i to generate 
zi, 
z′
i, then permutes 
zi, 
z′

i into 
fi, 
f ′
i

by executing (6), and encodes each element in 
fi and 
f ′
i as

S0
fij

= {Ofij(β), . . . , Ofij(1)}, and S0
f ′
ij

= {Of ′
ij(β), . . . , Of ′

ij(1)} as

well.
C-3: After that, SP constructs two 2m-length label vector


v = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) and 
v′ = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0), which
are used to identify the relationship of each element in the vec-
tor. Specifically, if vi = 1, then xi > yi in position i. Otherwise,
xi < yi. Similarly, if v′

i = 1, then x′ < y′. Otherwise, x′
i > y′

i.
Then, in order to keep 
v and 
v′ secret from the users, SP com-
putes h = H(π(
v)) and h′ = H(π ′(
v′)) with a cryptographic
hash function H(). In the phase of query result reading, h
and h′ will be used as the criteria for judging the dominance
relationship.

D. Query Generation

User UK wants to request medical primary diagnosis service
by sending a query vector 
w = (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ Z

m
q , which

contains lots of sensitive medical data, so 
w needs to be kept
secret from the trusted-and-curious SP during the process of
query.

D-1: UK first expands the query vector 
w into two 2m-length
vectors: 
x = (x1, . . . , x2m) and 
x′ = (x′

1, . . . , x′
2m), where

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

xi = 2wi + 1
xm+i = −(2wi + 1)

x′
i = 2wi

x′
m+i = −2wi

and 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
D-2: UK chooses three large prime numbers τ , q, and η, and

2m large positive random numbers r1, . . . , r2m, where |η| <

|q|. Considering C0 = τ−1 mod q, then UK calculates p =
C0 + k0 · q and φ = p · η. For each j ∈ (1, 2, . . . , 2m), UK

executes the following operations:
{

Cj = φ · rj + xj mod q
C′

j = φ · rj + x′
j mod q.

(7)
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Let Q1 = <φ‖q‖C1‖ . . . ‖C2m‖C′
1‖ . . . ‖C′

2m‖TS1>, TS1 is the
current timestamp, which is used to resist the potential relay
attack. UK keep τ , η and p secret, and creates signature Sig1

K =
(H(Q1))

SKUK by private key SKUK , then computes the query
request EQ1 = EPKSP(Q1||Sig1

K). Finally, UK sends EQ1 to
SP.

E. Privacy-Preserving Diagnosis and Response

After receiving EQ1, SP decrypts EQ1 with its secret
key SKSP to obtain Q1 and Sig1

K first, then verifies its
validity by checking whether ê(g, Sig1

K) = ê(PKUk , H(Q1)).
If it dose hold, the packet is valid. Then SP obtains
φ, q, C1, . . . , C2m, C′

1, . . . , C′
2m.

E-1: For each j ∈ (1, 2, . . . , 2m), SP chooses 2m random
numbers k1, . . . , k2m to compute

Dj = Cj + φ · kj + Rj mod q

= φ · kj + (Cj + Rj) mod q (8)

where Rj ∈ 
R, then SP obtains the vector 
D = (D1, . . . , D2m).
By executing the similar operation with (8) on C′

j, SP obtains
the vector 
D′ = (D′

1, . . . , D′
2m). After that, SP uses π and

π ′ to execute permutation operation on vector 
D and 
D′ to
generate π( 
D) and π ′( 
D′).

E-2: Let Res1 = <π( 
D)||π ′( 
D′)||TS2>, TS2 is the current
timestamp, which is used to resist the potential relay attack. SP
creates signature Sig1

SP = (H(Res1))
SKSP by private key SKSP,

then computes the response ERes1 = ESKSP(Res1||Sig1
SP).

Finally, SP sends ERes1 to UK .
E-3: After receiving the ERes1, UK decrypts ERes1 with

its secret key SKUK to obtain R1 and Sig1
SP first, then

verifies its validity by checking whether ê(g, Sig1
SP) =

ê(PKSP, H(Res1)). If it dose hold, the packet is valid, then
UK obtain π(D1), . . . , π(D2m) and π ′(D′

1), . . . , π
′(D′

2m), and
execute the following operations:

Ej = p−1 · Dj mod q

= η · kj + π(Cj + Rj) · p−1 (9)

Ej mod η

τ
= η · kj + π(Cj + Rj) · p−1 mod η

τ
= π(xj + Rj) (10)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m. Denote that 
c = π(
x + 
R) = (c1, . . . , c2m).
Similarly, by executing the same operation as (5) and (6), Uk

obtains the permuted vector 
c ′.
E-4: For each cj ∈ 
c, UK converts cj into binary vec-

tor 
ej = (ej1, . . . , ejl), and chooses 2l random numbers
re1, . . . , rel, rē1, . . . , rēl, for each i ∈ (1, . . . , l), UK executes
the following operations:

{
Tei = φ · rei mod q
Tēi = φ · rēi + 1 mod q.

(11)

According to (7), it is obvious that Tei is equivalent to the
encryption of 1, and Tēi is equivalent to the encryption of 0.
Then UK obtain the vector T = (Te1, . . . , Tel, Tē1, . . . , Tēl).
By executing the similarly operations as (11), UK obtains the
vector T ′ = (T ′

e1, . . . , T ′
el, T ′̄

e1, . . . , T ′̄
el
).

E-5: Let Q2 = <Te1‖ . . . ‖Tēl‖T ′
el‖ . . . ‖T ′̄

el‖TS3>, TS3 is
the current timestamp, which is used to resist the potential

relay attack. UK creates signature Sig2
K = (H(Q2))

SKUK by
private key SKUK , then computes the query request EQ2 =
EPKSP(Q2||Sig2

K). Finally, UK sends EQ2 to SP.
E-6: After receiving EQ2, SP decrypts EQ2 with its

secret key SKSP to obtain Q2 and Sig2
K first, then

verifies its validity by checking whether ê(g, Sig2
K) =

ê(PKUk , H(Q2)). If it dose hold, the packet is valid, then
UK obtain T = (Te1, . . . , Tel, Tē1, . . . , Tēl) and T ′ =
(T ′

e1, . . . , T ′
el, T ′̄

e1, . . . , T ′̄
el).

E-7: For each binary vector Odij(β) = (θ1, . . . , θγ ) ∈ S0
dij

and O′
dij(β) = (θ ′

1, . . . , θ
′
γ ) ∈ S0

d′
ij
, where the values of θi and

θ ′
i are either 1 or 0, 1 ≤ θ ≤ γ . Assume the number of

elements in S0
dij

and S0
d′

ij
are δ and δ′, by using the random

number vector 
R′, SP calculates
{

Gi = Tθγ + · · · + Tθ1 + φ · R′
i mod q

Gi
′ = Tθγ

′ + · · · + Tθ1
′ + φ · R′

i mod q
(12)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ δ, then SP chooses two random number vectors

ε = (ε1, . . . , εl−δ) and 
ε ′ = (ε′

1, . . . , ε
′
(l−δ′)), and permutes 
Gi

with 
ε, and 
G′
i with 
ε ′, then denotes the permuted results as


Fa = (Fa1, . . . , Fal) and 
F′
a = (F′

a1, . . . , F′
al). By executing

the similarly operations as (12), SP obtains the vector 
Fb =
(Fb1, . . . , Fbl) and 
F′

b = (F′
b1, . . . , F′

bl).
E-8: Let Res2 = <
Fa||
F′

a||
Fb||
F′
b||TS4>, TS4 is the current

timestamp, which is used to resist the potential relay attack.
SP creates signature Sig2

SP = (H(Res2))
SKSP by private key

SKSP, then computes the response ER2 = ESKSP(Res2||Sig2
SP).

Finally, SP sends ERes2 to UK .

F. Query Result Reading

After receiving the ERes2, UK decrypts ERes2 with its
secret key SKUK to obtain Res2 and Sig2

SP first, then verifies its
validity by checking whether ê(g, Sig2

SP) = ê(PKSP, H(Res2)).
If it dose hold, the packet is valid, then UK obtain 
Fa, 
F′

a,

Fb, 
F′

b.
F-1: For each ξ ∈ (1, . . . , l), UK executes the following

operations:
{

Naξ = p−1 · Faξ mod q
N′

aξ = p−1 · F′
aξ mod q

(13)

and
{

Maξ = Naξ mod η

τ

M′
aξ = N′

aξ mod η

τ
.

(14)

If there exists some 1 ≤ ξ ≤ l such that Maξ = 0, then Uk

knows that cj > dij, and denotes that as

u(a)
ij =

{
1, only if cj > dij

0, otherwise.

Similarly, if there exists some 1 ≤ ξ ≤ l such that M′
aξ = 0,

then Uk knows that c′
j > d′

ij, and denotes that as

u′(a)
ij =

{
1, only if c′

j < d′
ij

0, otherwise

where 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m, then UK obtains the vector

uai = (u(a)

i1 , . . . , u(a)
im ) and 
u′

ai = (u′(a)
i1 , . . . , u′(a)

im ). Similarly,
UK can also obtains vectors 
ubi and 
u′

bi.
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F-2: Uk calculates H(
uai) and H(
u′
ai) with the hash function

H(), then verifies whether H(
uai) = h and H(
u′
ai) = h′ hold.

As a result, there are three cases below.
Case 1: If H(
uai) = h, Pdom(
w, 
ai) = 1.
Case 2: If H(
u′

ai) = h′, Ndom(
w, 
ai) = −1.
Case 3: If H(
uai) 	= h and H(
u′

ai) 	= h′, 
w and 
ai have no
dominance relationship, and Pdom(
w, 
ai) = 0.

According to above, Uk can also obtains the relationship
between vector 
w and 
bi.

F-3: According to (3), for each i ∈ (1, s) and j ∈ (1, t), UK

calculates
{

ρ+ = 1
s

∑s
i=1Pdom(
w, 
ai)

ρ− = 1
t

∑t
j=1Ndom(
w, 
bj).

Only if ρ+ = 1 and ρ− = −1, then Uk knows she/he is more
likely suffers from the disease.

Correctness: In (9) and (10), in order to ensure the cor-
rectness of the decryption, considering the aforementioned
constraints, ie,. |ηr + xp−1| < |q|, |xp−1| < |η|, and
|q| < |φ|, such that p is prime, while in (14), to correctly
decrypt the result, the following constraints should be satis-
fied: |η ∑s

j=i ctj + R + sp−1| < |q|, |sp−1| < |η|, |q| < |φ|. We
can just set |η| = k3 = 512, |q| = kq = 1024, |τ | = 256,
|r| = 512, |p| = k2 = 1536, and |φ| = 2048.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security properties of the
proposed CINEMA framework. Especially, according to the
security requirements discussed in Section II, our security
analysis will mainly focus on two parts: 1) how the CINEMA
framework protects the privacy of the user’s query request
and 2) ensures the confidentiality of skyline diagnosis model
simultaneously.

A. Privacy of User’s Query Request

During the query generation phase, the query vector 
w is
expanded into two 2m-length vectors 
x and 
x′ first, for each
number xi and x′

i, user calculates Cj = φ·rj+xj mod q and C′
j =

φ · rj + x′
j mod q, where C0 = τ−1 mod q, p = C0 + k0 · q, and

sends the vectors 
C = (C1, . . . , C2m) and 
C′ = (C′
1, . . . , C′

2m)

to SP. Since the random number rj is individually used for
once, different rj are indistinguishable, and τ , η, and p are
kept secret by registered users, SP cannot obtain any sensitive
medical data from the vectors 
C and 
C′.

During the privacy-preserving diagnosis and response phase,
when the user obtains the permuted vector 
c = π(
x + 
R),
then converts each number cj ∈ 
c into l-length binary vec-
tor 
ej = (ej1, . . . , cjl), and chooses 2l random numbers
re1, . . . , rel, rē1, . . . , rēl, then computes Tei = φ · rei mod q
(which is equivalent to the encryption of 0), and Tēi =
φ · rēi + 1 mod q (which is equivalent to the encryption of 1).
Since the random numbers rei and rēi are individually used for
once, different rei and rēi are indistinguishable, SP can only
obtain the vector which consist of 0 and 1, without any infor-
mation about the vector 
x. Similarly, SP can not obtains any
information about the vector 
x′.

Moreover, the user’s encrypted query is transmitted under
secure channel, and only SP can obtain the encrypted
query vector. Thus, the user’s query information is privacy-
preserving during the computation.

B. Confidentiality of Diagnosis Model

In our proposed CINEMA framework, SP owns a skyline
diagnosis model which consist of medical dataset PSKY(P)

and NSKY(P), during the phase of data preparation, SP gen-
erates the permutation sequences π and π ′, random number
vectors 
R and 
R′. For SP, the data in PSKY(P) and NSKY(P)

is the intellectual property that should be protected, as well as
the permutation sequences π , π ′, and random number vectors

R, 
R′, which are the security parameters of the framework.

In the phase of data preparation, for each vector 
ai =
(ai1, . . . , aim) ∈ PSKY(P), SP first expands them into two
2m-length vectors 
yi and 
y′

i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ s, then calculates

di = π(
yi+
R), 
d′

i = π ′(
y′
i+
R′) with permutation sequences π ,

π ′, and random number vector 
R, 
R′. After that, SP constructs
two 2m-length label vectors 
v and 
v′, in order to prevent the
user from knowing π and π ′ by comparing the elements in 
v
and π(
v), 
v′ and π(
v)′, SP uses hash function H() to calculate
h = H(π(
v)) and h′ = H(π ′(
v′)).

During the phase of privacy-preserving medical primary
diagnosis service, when obtains the vectors 
C and 
C′ from the
user, for each element Cj ∈ 
C and C′

j ∈ 
C′, SP chooses two
random numbers kj and k′

j to computes Dj = Cj+φ·kj+Rj mod
q, D′

j = C′
j + φ · k′

j + R′
j mod q, where Rj ∈ 
R and R′

j ∈ 
R′,
then permutes Dj and D′

j with permutation sequence π and π ′.
SP sends π( 
D) and π ′( 
D′) to the user. When the user obtains
π(xj+Rj) and π ′(x′

j+R′
j) by decrypting Dj and D′

j, since π and
π ′ are kept secret by SP, the user can not obtain the real value
of the random number Rj, R′

j by comparing π(xj + Rj) and xj,
π ′(x′

j + R′
j) and x′

j. Thus, the vectors 
R and 
R′ are security.
Next, we will analyze how the proposed CINEMA frame-

work can protect the privacy of PSKY(P) and NSKY(P)

during the phase of privacy-preserving medical diagnosis ser-
vice. For each binary vector Odij(β)

∈ S0
dij

and Od′
ij(β)

∈ S0
d′

ij
, SP

hide the selection of Tθi and Tθ ′
i

by calculating Gi = Tθγ +
· · ·+Tθ1 +φ·R′

i mod q (which is equivalent to the encryption of
(Tθγ +· · ·+Tθ1)) and G′

i = Tθ ′
γ
+· · ·+Tθ ′

1
+φ ·R′

i mod q [which
is equivalent to the encryption of (Tθ ′

γ
+· · ·+Tθ ′

1
)]. After that,

SP chooses two random number vectors 
ε = (ε1, . . . , εl−δ)

and 
ε ′ = (ε′
1, . . . , ε

′
(l−δ′)), then permutes G1, . . . , Gδ with

ε1, . . . , εl−δ , G′
1, . . . , G′

δ with ε′
1, . . . , ε

′
(l−δ′), and denotes the

permuted results as 
F = (F1, . . . , Fl) and 
F′ = (F′
1, . . . , F′

l).
As a result, the user cannot know exactly how many elements
contained in S0

dij
and S0

d′
ij
. when the user obtains the vector

π( 
G, 
ε) and π ′( 
G′, 
ε ′) by decrypting 
F and 
F′. Since the ran-
dom numbers εi, ε′

i, and permutation sequence π , π ′ are keep
secret by SP, the user can only knows the relationship between
the vectors 
w and 
ai, 
w and 
bi, while gains nothing else about
the data in PSKY(P) and NSKY(P).

Moreover, the response from SP is transmitted under secure
channel, and only the valid user can obtain the encrypted
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Implementation of CINEMA. (a) Select the type of disease. (b) Input
medical data. (c) Prediagnosis result.

response. Thus, the confidentiality of the skyline diagnosis
model can be achieved during the computation.

C. Authentication of Query Request

In the proposed CINEMA framework, each registered user’s
request is signed by Boneh–Lynn–Shacham (BLS) short sig-
nature [31]. Since the BLS short signature is provably secure
under the oracle model, the source authentication was guar-
anteed. Moreover, any unregistered user cannot submit valid
query request to SP without the valid secret key, she/he also
cannot submit valid query request to SP. As a result, the
query request from the unregistered user can be detected in
the proposed CINEMA framework.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that the proposed
CINEMA framework is secure and privacy-preserving both for
user and SP, and the security requirements are satisfied as well.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we first evaluate the accuracy and computa-
tional complexity of the proposed CINEMA framework. Then,
we implement CINEMA framework and deploy it in the real
environment to evaluate its integrated performance.

A. Evaluation Environment

In order to measure the comprehensive performance of
CINEMA in the real environment, we implement CINEMA
on computers with a real medical database. Specifically, two
computers with 2.3 GHz six-core processor, 16 GB RAM, and
Windows 7 operating system are chosen to evaluate the client
and SP, respectively, which are connected through 802.11g
WLAN. Based on CINEMA framework, we construct two
simulators in Java and run the implementation on comput-
ers to simulate the client and SP. As shown in Fig. 4, a user
chooses the type of disease and entering some physiological
data through the client, then get the diagnosis result from SP.
In particular, in order to obtain the correct diagnosis result,
we can just set |η| = k3 = 512, |q| = k1 = 1024, |τ | = 256,
|r| = 512, |p| = k2 = 1536, and |φ| = 2048. In addition,
we consider one real dataset to evaluate the accuracy of our
proposed framework. It is from the UCI machine learning
repository called Heart Disease Data (HDD) set [32].

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ACCURACY

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY

B. Accuracy Evaluation

According to the HDD dataset, we randomly choose 899
instances from cleveland.data, hungarin.data, switzerland.data.
Each instance contains 75 attributes, we extract the main 12
attributes that may closely related to the heart disease, such
as age in years, chest pain type, resting BP in mm/Hg, serum
cholesterol in mg/dl, fasting blood sugar, resting electrocardio-
graphic results, maximum heart rate, exercise-induced angina,
old peak, the slope of the peak exercise ST segment, the
number of major vessels colored by fluoroscopy, the year of
cardiac cath. Before training the skyline diagnosis model, all
the instances should be normalized. Then, we use the skyline
diagnosis model and HDD dataset to test the success rate in
the plain domain (abbreviated as CLPD). Meanwhile, we also
use the same skyline diagnosis model to evaluate the accuracy
of our proposed CINEMA framework with the same simula-
tion environment. Thus, we obtained Table II. From the table,
we can see that the total number of correctly diagnosed heart
disease instances is 486 out of 495 and that of nonheart disease
instances is 387 out of 404. In total, 873 samples are correctly
classified out of 899(97%), our privacy-preserving algorithm
does not compromise the accuracy, and the test result also
confirms it by achieving the same accuracy as that of CLPD.

C. Computation Complexity

The proposed CINEMA framework can provide efficient
medical diagnosis service to medical users. Especially, we
assume that there are n vectors in the skyline diagnosis model
(which contains s positive skyline points and t negative sky-
line points, n = s + t), each vector is m-dimensional, as well
as the query vector.

During the phase of query generation, the user first expands
the query vector 
w into two 2m-length vectors 
x and 
x′, which
requires 8m multiplication operations. when to encrypt the
each element in 
x and 
x′ by computing Cj = φ · rj + xj mod q
and C′

j = φ · rj + x′
j mod q, the user have to execute 4m

multiplication operations. After receiving the ciphertext from
the user, SP cost 8m multiplication operations to generate

D = (D1, . . . , D2m), 
D′ = (D′

1, . . . , D′
2m) and permutes them

as π( 
D), π ′( 
D′). After receiving the response from SP, in
order to obtain the permuted vectors 
c = π(
x + 
R) and
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Average running time in CINEMA versus CDSS. Average running time of (a) SP and (b) user.


c ′ = π ′(
x′+ 
R′), the user costs 4m multiplication operations to
decrypt π( 
D) and π ′( 
D′). After that, the user will cost 4m · 2l
multiplication operations to convert each number cj ∈ 
c and
c′

j ∈ 
c ′ into binary vectors and generates the vectors T and
T ′, where l is the length of the binary vector. After receiv-
ing the vectors T and T ′, in order to compare the dominance
relationship between 
w and 
a, 
w and 
b, SP first calculates
the (G1, . . . , Gσ ) and (G′

1, . . . , G′
σ ), then permutes them with

random numbers (ε1, . . . , εl−δ) and (ε′
1, . . . , ε

′
(l−δ′)) to gener-

ate 
Fi and 
Fi
′
, which would cost (4m+4m ·ε)n multiplication

operations. After receiving the vectors 
u and 
u′, user calculates
H(
u) and H(
u′) by using hash function, it will cost 2n · Thash
multiplication operations. As a result, the total computation
cost for the user and SP is (16m + 8ml) · Tmul + 2n · Thash
and 4m(σ · n + n + 2)Tmul, where Tmul is the running time of
the multiplication and Thash is the running time of the hash
function.

Different from fully and partially homomorphic encryption
techniques, which have a heavy computation and communi-
cation cost. By using fast secure permutation and comparison
techniques, the proposed CINEMA can achieve high accu-
racy while preserving the privacy of users’ medical data and
the confidentially of skyline diagnosis model. Meanwhile,
the computation is efficient. In order to compare with
CINEMA, we present a clinical decision support system
named CDSS [26], which preserves the privacy of user’s med-
ical data with Paillier encryption technique during the process
of the query. We assume the dimension of query vector is
m and the number of vectors in the cloud is n, as shown in
Table III, the corresponding computational costs of the user
and SP are (5m + 4n + 4) · Texp + (6m + 3n + 5) · Tmul and
(mn + 7n + 9m + 9) · Texp + (5mn + 11n + 12m + 9) · Tmul.

We present the computation complexity comparison of
CINEMA and CDSS in Table I. It is obvious that our proposed
CINEMA framework can achieve efficient medical diagnosis
with low computation complexity for users and SP. To fur-
ther demonstrate the advantage of CINEMA compared with
CDSS, we evaluate the computation overhead in the environ-
ment described in Section VI-A. Fig. 5(a) and (b) depicts the
computation overhead varying with the dimension of the query
vector and the number of vectors in SP and the user, and we
assume the dimension of each vector is 10. Through comparing

Figs. 5 and 6, we can find that with the increase of the numbers
of vectors, the computation overhead of CDSS significantly
increases and it is much higher than that of our proposed
CINEMA framework. Although the computation overhead of
our proposed CINEMA framework also increases when the
number of vectors is large, it is still much lower than that
of CDSS. In conclusion, our proposed CINEMA framework
can achieve better efficiency on computation overhead in user
and SP.

D. Efficiency Evaluation

In order to test the factors that may affect the effi-
ciency of our proposed CINEMA, different skyline diagnosis
model are randomly generated. We evaluate the compu-
tation cost and communication overhead in SP and user,
respectively.

1) Computation Cost: We first evaluate the main factors
that impact the computation cost of SP and the user.

a) SP: According to the definition of the skyline com-
putation, we can note that the dimensions of vectors and the
numbers of vectors may be the main factors that impact the
computation complexity on SP in our proposed CINEMA
framework. Therefore, different dimensions and numbers of
vectors are chosen to illustrate the computation cost. The
dimensions of vectors are selected from 2 to 11, and the num-
bers of vectors are chosen from 100 to 300. In order to ensure
the accuracy, we execute the experiment 1000 times with dif-
ferent dimensions, as well as different numbers. As shown in
Fig. 6(a), we can learn that the computation overhead of SP
is increased with the increase of the vectors’ dimension and
number. The reason is that, when SP intends to offer medical
diagnosis service for users, the vectors in SP will be permuted
and operated to generate 
Fa, 
F′

a, 
Fb, 
F′
b, which cost much

more time with the increase of vectors’ dimension and num-
ber. However, due to the fact that basic operations are based
on fast permutation and comparison techniques, the maximum
time required for SP is less than 250 ms under the predefined
evaluation environment.

b) User: The query response time of user (i.e., com-
puter) is an important metric to illustrate the feasibility of our
proposed CINEMA framework. Due to the dimensions of the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of CINEMA. Computation cost of (a) SP and (b) user. (c) Communication cost.

query vector is equal to the vectors in SP, therefore, differ-
ent dimensions of the query vector are chosen to illustrate the
computation cost of the computer. To observe the computa-
tion cost, different dimensions of the query vector are selected
from 2 to 11, and the numbers of vectors in SP are chosen
from 100 to 300. Then, we execute the experiment 1000 times
with different dimensions and numbers. Specifically, Fig. 6(b)
shows the computation overhead of computer is increased with
the increasing of vectors’ dimensions and numbers. The rea-
son is that, the computer expands the query vector first, then
encrypts the expanded results and send it to SP. Upon receiv-
ing the diagnosis result from the SP, the computer decrypts it
and calculates the final diagnosis result, which cost much more
time with the increasing of the vectors’ dimensions and num-
bers. Similarly, due to the fact that basic operations are based
on fast permutation and comparison techniques, the maximum
time required for the computer is less than 500 ms under the
predefined evaluation environment.

2) Communication Overhead: In CINEMA framework, the
user’s query packet is EQ1 = EPKSP(Q1||Sig1

K), and the first
response form the SP is ERes1 = ESKSP(Res1||Sig1

SP), then the
user sends another packet EQ2 = EPKSP(Q2||Sig2

K) to SP, and
finally get the diagnosis result ERes2 = ESKSP(Res2||Sig2

SP).
In the real environment, we record the size of the packets,
as shown in Fig. 6(c), with the increase of the dimen-
sions and numbers of vectors in SP, the communication
overhead of CINEMA increases as well, when the dimen-
sion of the vectors is 11 and the number of vectors is up
to 300, the total communication cost of the SP and the
user is less than 10 MB under the predefined evaluation
environment.

From the aforementioned analysis, we can conclude that our
proposed CINEMA framework is indeed efficient in terms of
computation and communication cost, which is suitable for
providing online medical primary diagnosis service.

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we will introduce some related works on
skyline computation and privacy-preserving technique.

A. Skyline Computation

The skyline operator was first formalized by
Borzsony et al. [6] with algorithm called block nested loop
and divide and conquer. Thereafter, it was widely studied for

building user’s personalized queries over multidimensional
datasets. Several sequential skyline algorithms [7]–[9] have
been designed on efficiency for centralized storage, and
the Z-search algorithm proposed by Mingjie et al. [9] was
the state-of-the-art skyline computation algorithm. Recently,
skyline computation for distributed database has received
more attention. Liu et al. [11] proposed a skyline computation
framework across multiple domains, within the framework, a
skyline result from multiple SPs will be securely computed
to provide better services for the client. Park et al. [12]
constructed a quadtree for sampling data and judging the
dominance relationships among different partitions, while the
effect was not perfect. Mullesgaard et al. [33] represented
grid-based partitioning by using a bit-string, which enables
pruning more data points before final skyline computation.
However, both centralized skyline and distributed skyline
computation were well studied on improving the efficiency,
while little of the works considered on similarity search.
Kossmann et al. [34] proposed nearest neighbor algorithm
which used the existing nearest neighbor search to split
the data space recursively, while the privacy issue was
overlooked. By exploring a novel neighboring relationship
among POIs, Chen et al. [13] proposed several schemes that
enable efficient verification of any location-based skyline
query’s result returned by an untrusted SP. In order to select
the similar (or best) medical record over encrypted database,
Liu et al. [14] proposed a fully secure skyline query protocol
on data encrypted using semantically secure encryption, while
the overhead of computation is heavy. Moreover, Lu et al. [35]
pointed out that the conventional query over an encrypted
database was not suitable for big data processing. Therefore,
the more efficient secure skyline computation framework
should be redesigned to fit for big data environment.

B. Privacy-Preserving Technique

Traditional anonymization techniques such as k-
anonymity [20] and l-diversity [21], which through removes
the personal identifiers (such as name and SSN) and obfuscat-
ing the quasi-identifiers (such as age, zip code, and gender)
within a subpopulation to protect the identity of a patient.
However, in order to enjoy a high-quality medical primary
diagnosis service, the user’s query data always contain
personal physiological data, such as age, weights, and blood
types, or even some ultimate personal identifiable information
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such as fingerprints and DNA profiles. Once the nontrusted
server in diagnosis system obtains the medical data, it may
be able to identify an individual user easily [22], [23].
Hence, the anonymization mechanisms are not quite suitable
for protecting the user’s privacy in online medical primary
diagnosis system. Differential privacy has become the de
facto standard for privacy-preserving data analytics [24], [25],
the central idea is to adequately obfuscate a query response
by adding noise typically drawn from a Laplace distribution,
such that the presence or absence of any user in the database
is protected. However, these randomization approaches are
often unsuitable for medical primary diagnosis, as they
distort the data making it unusable for critical inferences,
especially for physiological data, which is extremely strict
about accuracy to avoid misdiagnosis. Different homomorphic
encryption techniques are introduced in the medical diagnosis
system [26]–[28], which enabled the healthcare SPs to process
the encrypted query without gaining any knowledge on user’s
medical data, and the corresponding medical instruction
without revealing any knowledge about the diagnosis system.
However, the overhead of computation would be a stum-
bling block in making homomorphic encryption technology
popularization in medical primary diagnosis system.

Different from all of the aforementioned works, our
proposed CINEMA framework based on a skyline diagnosis
model, which has a high accuracy. Moreover, aims at the effi-
ciency and privacy issues, the CINEMA can protect users’
medical data privacy and ensure the confidentiality of diagno-
sis model. Furthermore, based on fast secure permutation and
comparison techniques, our proposed CINEMA can be easily
implemented in smart terminals due to its high efficiency.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a precise diagnosis model
by using skyline computation over the medical dataset, then,
due to security and privacy concerns, a CINEMA frame-
work, has been proposed. Within CINEMA, users can access
online medical primary diagnosing service accurately with-
out divulging their medical data. Detail analysis show that the
CINEMA can keep the users’ health information secret and the
healthcare provider’s diagnosis model confidential, with signif-
icantly less computation. In addition, performance evaluations
via implementing CINEMA demonstrated its effectiveness and
low communication overhead in term of the real environment.

AVAILABILITY

The implementation of the proposed framework and
relevant information can be downloaded at https://
www.xdzhuhui.com/demo/CINEMA/.
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